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WASHINGTON: With space shuttles now
housed in history museums, innovators in
aerospace are thinking of newer, better
ways humans could reach space. One idea:
What about a space elevator? This real idea
is one simulation that’s part of a new high-
tech interactive exhibition about the future
of flight opening Aug. 1 at the Smithsonian’s
National Air and Space Museum. The exhibit
also will serve as an important test case for
new technologies to overhaul the popular
museum with more interactives.

Designers at Evergreen Exhibitions in
San Antonio, Texas, have been developing
the new exhibition “Above and Beyond: The
Ultimate Interactive Flight Exhibition” with
Boeing, NASA and the Smithsonian to

explore new innovations and ideas. It uses
immersive videos, simulations, virtual reali-
ty, touch-tables and a 180-degree theater
experience to create a hands-on, immersive
experience. Curators said it is more interac-
tive technology than the Smithsonian has
ever had in an aerospace exhibit. “Above
and Beyond” will debut at one of the
nation’s most popular museums. The
National Air and Space Museum draws near-
ly 7 million visitors each year on the
National Mall. The exhibit runs until early
January and then begins a worldwide tour
through 2020. Stops will include museums
in Dubai; St. Louis; Charleston, South
Carolina; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; London,
Tokyo and Chicago.

SPACE ELEVATOR
One exhibit capsule will simulate the idea

of a space elevator with video screens sur-
rounding visitors to give them the feel of ris-
ing above Earth. Researchers are developing
such an idea to see if it’s possible to create a
real capsule that could crawl up a cord from
the ground to the level of orbiting the Earth.

The Smithsonian’s Air and Space Museum
is planning to overhaul all of its exhibit gal-
leries in the coming years, and the temporary
exhibit will help the museum test what works.
Some current galleries date back to the
museum’s opening in 1976. The museum has
mostly shied away from integrating much
technology into its exhibits because the gal-
leries receive heavy traffic, and technology

tends to break down, said Roger Launius, the
museum’s associate director of collections
and curatorial affairs. 

“In the future as we’re re-envisioning the
museum, we’re putting more and more of
these kinds of things in, but this is sort of tak-
ing us to a level we haven’t had,” Launius said.
“One of the things we want to do is kind of
test the technologies.” Beyond the gee-whiz
technology, the exhibit is rooted in the
themes of how to fly higher, farther, faster
and smarter to challenge visitors with the real
problems of how to make space flight more
efficient and less expensive, Launius said.

APOLLO ERA
Curators planning the museum’s over-

haul are also looking at how to use new
technology to give visitors a better look at
space history. The museum is considering a
future simulation that could recreate what it
was like to land on the moon during the
Apollo era.

John Tracy, the chief technology officer
for Boeing, which is funding the “Above and
Beyond” exhibit and part of the museum’s
overhaul, said the company wants to work
with the museum to inspire the next genera-
tion of innovators.

“The aerospace workforce in general has
a large demographic of baby boomers,” he
said. “As they begin to retire, we need to
make sure there’s a generation prepared to
take over.”—AP

High-tech aerospace exhibit starts world tour at Smithsonian

CAPE CANAVERAL: The SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket and Dragon spacecraft
breaks apart in this file photo shortly after liftoff at the Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station. The rocket was carrying supplies to the International Space
Station.—AP

SAN FRANCISCO: Smartphone sales
may be slowing for some tech compa-
nies, but not for Apple. Analysts expect
another powerhouse performance from
the California tech giant when it reports
quarterly financial results late yesterday.
Apple’s signature iPhones remain popu-
lar, even as other smartphone makers
are seeing demand slow down.

Wall Street analysts estimate Apple
will report a hefty $10.3 billion in profit
after selling $49 billion worth of iPhones,
iPads, Mac computers and other prod-
ucts during the April-June quarter. That’s
an increase of more than 30 percent in
both revenue and profit from the same
period a year earlier.

Apple has said it won’t release sales
figures for the new Apple Watch, though
some analysts believe demand has fall-
en since Apple introduced the wearable
gadget three months ago. But it almost
doesn’t matter: As in other recent quar-
ters, Apple will reap its biggest rewards
from its smartphones, especially the
new, big-screen iPhone 6 and 6 Plus
models introduced last fall. Here’s why:

BIGGER SCREENS 
People use smartphones for social

networking, playing games, looking at
pictures - far more than they use them
to make calls. And for those activities,
many users prefer a bigger screen.

Several analysts say their studies con-
firm Apple CEO Tim Cook’s claim that
many recent iPhone buyers are people
who switched from Android phones.
Some consumers were drawn to
Android devices in recent years because
they had bigger screens, but Apple’s
decision to increase the iPhone’s screen
size is persuading Android owners to
defect, said Ryan Reith, who tracks
smartphone sales for the research firm
IDC.

Apple likely sold about 47 million
iPhones during the most recent quarter,
or 34 percent more than a year earlier,
according to analysts polled by FactSet.

HUGELY PROFITABLE
At an average selling price of more

than $600, before carrier subsidies,
Apple’s phones are more expensive than
many competing Android models, but
they also provide more profit.

While Apple doesn’t break out the

numbers, Canaccord Genuity analyst
Michael Walkley estimates that during
the first three months of 2015, Apple
reaped 92 percent of the $16.6 billion in
operating profit generated from smart-
phones by companies around the world.

Samsung sold more phones than
Apple during that period, but many of
them were lower-priced models, giving
Samsung only about 15 percent of the
industry’s operating profits, according to
Walkley. He estimates other companies
operated their smartphone business at a
loss or broke even.

APPLE’S RIVALS
Apple sold about 18.2 percent of all

the smartphones worldwide in the first
quarter of 2015, while Samsung had
24.5 percent of the market, according to
IDC. But Samsung has said it expects a
drop in profit for the April-June quarter,
apparently because sales of its new
Galaxy S6 models fell short of expecta-

tions. HTC has also lowered its revenue
forecast for the quarter, as it blamed
weak sales in China and lower demand
for high-end Android phones. 

Microsoft, meanwhile, is cutting
7,600 jobs and writing down the value
of its Nokia phone division by $7.6 bil-
lion, essentially acknowledging that its
effort to build a business selling
Windows smartphones had failed.
Microsoft also reports earnings late yes-
terday.

Although each company has its own
issues, experts say smartphone sales are
slowing in many developed countries
because most people already own one.
IDC is forecasting an 11 percent increase
in global smartphone sales this year, but
that’s down from 28 percent in 2014.

Phone makers using Google’s
Android operating system will see even
slower growth of about 8.5 percent. But
IDC predicts iPhone sales will grow by 23
percent this year.

STRONG DEMAND
Most experts say iPhone sales will get

another bump when Apple releases new
models this fall. Analysts say a majority of
iPhone owners are still using older mod-
els, such as the iPhone 4 or 5. As a result,
they say, those users are likely to buy new
iPhones when their two-year wireless con-
tracts expire. The picture isn’t quite as rosy
for some other Apple products. Sales of
the once-vaunted iPad tablet computer
have been declining for several quarters.
And while the company says demand for
the Apple Watch is strong, analysts have
produced estimates that range from bull-
ish to lackluster.  Though Apple has often
trumpeted sales results for new products,
Cook has said he doesn’t want to reveal
Apple Watch figures for competitive rea-
sons. Instead, Apple will lump revenue
from the watch into its “Other Products”
category, which includes the iPod media
player, Apple TV streaming device and
Beats headphones. — AP

Apple iPhone still popular as

phone industry slows down

PALO ALTO: In this Sept. 19, 2014 file photo, Apple CEO Tim Cook (right) takes a photo with an
Apple employee during the launch and sale of the new iPhone 6 at an Apple store. Analysts
expect the California tech giant’s quarterly financial report late yesterday, will show another
powerhouse performance.. —AP

MIAMI:  The explosion last month of
SpaceX’s Falcon 9 rocket was caused
by a failed support piece, or strut, that
allowed a helium bottle to burst free
inside the rocket’s liquid oxygen tank,
CEO Elon Musk said Monday.

“One of those struts broke free dur-
ing flight,” Musk told reporters on a
conference call to discuss the June 28
blast on what was supposed to be a
rout ine  cargo miss ion to  the
International Space Station. “So the
helium bottle would have shot to the
top of the tank at high speed.”

Musk noted that the findings are
the preliminary results of a week long
investigation by the California-based
company.

The accident caused NASA to lose
$110 million in equipment bound for
the astronauts l iving in orbit,  a US
space  agenc y  spokesman to ld
Congress earlier this month.

“Several hundred struts fly on every
Falcon 9 vehicle, with a cumulative
fl ight histor y of several  thousand,”
SpaceX said in a statement.

“ The strut that we believe failed
was designed and material certified to
handle 10,000 lbs (4,500 kilograms) of
force, but failed at 2,000 lbs, a five-
fold difference.  Detailed close -out
photos of stage construction show no
visible flaws or damage of any kind.”

The struts in question are each two

feet (60 centimeters) long and an inch
thick, and were furnished to SpaceX
by an outside supplier.

“We are not going to use these par-
ticular struts in the future,” Musk said,
adding that the company plans to
begin individually testing each strut
ahead of future launches.

Musk said SpaceX would return to
flight with the Falcon 9 “no sooner
than September.” He a lso sa id  the
problem is not expected to delay the
company’s goal of sending astronauts
to space aboard its Dragon spaceship
within the next two years.

Musk, the billionaire cofounder of
PayPal who also heads Tesla Motors,
said that SpaceX had had a seven-year
record of safety in flight until the acci-
dent happened.

He admitted that SpaceX may have
become “a little bit complacent,” and
that the blast offered an “important
lesson” for the future.

The explosion happened just over
two minutes after the rocket blasted
off from Cape Canaveral, Florida. The
rocket failure was the third in a series
of cargo disasters in the past eight
months. 

In October, US company Orbital’s
Antares rocket exploded after launch
from Virginia, and in April, Russia lost
contact with its Progress cargo ship
shortly after liftoff.—AFP
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ANN ARBOR: Automakers and researchers say a new
simulated city at the University of Michigan could help
speed the development of driverless and connected
cars.

The 32-acre site on the university’s campus official-
ly opened Monday. The $10 million testing ground will
be run by the Mobility Transformation Center, a part-
nership between the university, state and federal gov-
ernments and auto and technology companies.

The site has many familiar features of urban driv-
ing, including intersections, a railroad crossing, two
roundabouts, brick and gravel roads and parking
spaces. Moveable building facades and fake pedestri-
ans can be altered for different kinds of tests. There’s a
simulated highway entrance ramp. Two features - a
metal bridge and a tunnel - will be a special challenge
for wireless signals and radar sensors. Peter Sweatman,
the director of the Mobility Transformation Center,

says other test sites in Sweden and Japan have some
of the same features, but the Michigan site is one of
the most advanced autonomous vehicle testing
grounds in the world. Automakers, high-tech compa-
nies and university researchers will test car-to-car
communication systems, which could one day predict
accidents and stop cars before a mishap. They’ll also
be testing semi-autonomous and driverless vehicles at
the site. Ryan Eustice, an associate professor of engi-
neering at the University of Michigan, has been test-
ing driverless cars at the site with Ford Motor Co. since
November, when the roads were paved but other fea-
tures weren’t yet installed.

Eustice says the site allows researchers to be “maxi-
mally evil” toward the car, putting it into all sorts of sit-
uations that can be quickly and easily repeated, like a
model of a pedestrian obscured by a bus that walks
out into traffic. Every kilometer of testing at the site is

worth hundreds of kilometers of real-world driving, he
said, since it can take hours of real driving to come
upon a scenario that’s difficult for the car to handle.

“In terms of the weird stuff, we can pack it all in in
a very dense way,” he said. Hideki Hada, the general
manager of integrated systems at Toyota Motor
Corp.’s engineering campus in Ann Arbor, says Toyota
also has a test city in Japan, but this is a neutral site
that will allow it to make sure its cars can communi-
cate with cars from other automakers. He said Toyota
and other companies had input into what would be
included at the site. One of his requests: Dirty, mud-
splashed road signs, so that automakers can make
sure their cameras can still read them. Sweatman said
the site will also leave a lot of snow on the ground in
the winter, so that automakers can make sure that the
cameras and radar used in driverless systems will still
work in the snow. —AP

Test city for autonomous cars

MICHIGAN: A pedestrian crosses in front of a vehicle as part of a demonstration at Mcity. The 32-acre simulated city, complete with building facades, a
roundabout, brick and gravel roads and other familiar features of urban driving, will be used to test driverless and connected vehicles.—AP

N E W  YO R K :  The Federal  Aviat ion
Administration said yesterday it was
investigating an online video that
shows an alleged home-made “drone”
firing a handgun in the Connecticut
countryside.

The 14-second video called “Flying
Gun” shows a homemade multi-rotor
hovering off the ground, buzzing furi-
ously  and f i r ing a  semiautomatic
handgun four times at an unseen tar-
get. 

It was posted on YouTube on July
10 and has been watched around
430,000 t imes.  I t  was  repor tedly
f i lmed by  18-year- o ld  Aust in
Haughwout  f rom Cl inton,
Connecticut.

US media reports say Haughwout
is studying for a degree in mechani-
cal engineering. Neither he nor local

police could be reached for immedi-
ate comment.

“The FAA will investigate the oper-
ation of an unmanned aircraft system
in a Connecticut park to determine if
any Federal  Aviat ion Regulat ions
were violated,” it said in a statement.

“ The FAA will also work with its
law enforcement partners to deter-
mine if there were any violations of
criminal statutes.” But Haughwout’s
father  denied his  son had bui lt  a
drone, which are pre-programmed,
and said the device was manually
controlled. “You know what? Stop
u s i n g  t h e  w ro n g  wo rd.  I t ’s  n o t  a
drone. It’s a quadcopter,” Newsweek
quoted him as saying. “The media is
using.. .  inappropriate terminology
to tr y and create fear in the pub-
lic.”—AFP

Gun-firing ‘drone’ built 

by US teen under probe


